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Wine estates

Back to nature at Vergelegen
Water-guzzling alien vegetation
Completely cleared

T

here have been a lot of celebrations at Vergelegen – one of South Africa’s oldest wine farms. The Estate has hosted
many greats over the years – from presidents to royalty.

It was, however, a celebration of
a different sort when Vergelegen
wine estate in Somerset West
completed
South
Africa’s
largest private alien vegetation
clearing environmental project after 14 long years.

4
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Two eucalyptus trees were ceremoniously felled at Vergelegen wine
estate in Somerset West – and
the crash that resounded through
the picturesque valley marked
the completion of South Africa’s
largest private alien vegetation
clearing project.

A vast area of 2200 hectares of
densely packed pine, acacia and
eucalyptus has been cleared in
a visionary programme initiated
in 2004 and funded by estate
owners Anglo American plc. Prior
clearing from 1995 was funded by
estate profits.

The 3000-hectare estate is now
home to burgeoning fynbos.
Rare and endangered plants and
grasslands have regrown, and
numerous birds and mammals
have returned to the 318-year-old
estate, attracting local and international researchers.

Wine and grapes

Nederburg does it again

N

ederburg has been included in the highly-anticipated
top 50 list of ‘The World’s Most Admired Wine Brands’
by UK-based publication, Drinks International, for a
fourth consecutive year in 2019.
The Paarl winery is one of only
two South African wine brands –
KWV is also on the top 50 list - to
appear on this year’s top 50 list.
This prestigious international list
is selected by over 200 of some
of the most renowned names
in the global wine industry, and
strengthened by the expertise of
well-known specialist wine market
research and consultancy firm,
Wine Intelligence, that helped
conduct the 2019 survey.
The results were announced
in March at the luxurious

Steigenberger Park Hotel in
Düsseldorf in Germany. The ceremony also served as the inaugural
party for ProWein 2019, known as
the world’s top international trade
fair for wine and spirits.

Dynamic
In 47th position, the achievement puts Nederburg, one of
the most dynamic brands in the
newly-formed Libertas Vineyards
and Estates portfolio, in the
company of several very famous
wine brands. Amongst the lumi-

naries on the list are Australia’s
Penfolds, Spain’s Torres, New
Zealand’s Villa Maria, Chile’s
Concho Y Toro, and French icon
M. Chapoutier.
According to Drinks International,
to make it into the international
line-up of the top 50 wine brands,
demands consistent or improving
quality; a reflection of region or
country of origin; a responsiveness
to the needs and tastes of target
audiences; excellent marketing
and packaging; and a strong
appeal to a wide demographic.
Niël Groenewald, MD of
Nederburg says: “What an
honour for Nederburg to be
featured, for a fourth time in a

row, in this esteemed international
list of top global wine brands! We
are delighted by this news and
especially thankful to our viticulture and winemaking teams for
their zealous focus on innovation,
not merely for the sake of newness
but to see how they can continually improve what they do.
“They continue to explore new
wine growing areas, plant new
vines, and trial new cultivars,
blends and techniques to maintain
Nederburg’s name as the byword
in South African wine excellence.
It’s their adventurous spirit and
sense of curiosity that drives
them to keep discovering and
experimenting.”

PERFORMANCE YOU’D EXPECT
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with heads of 400m and flow rates of up to 300 m3/h for the most demanding applications.
Contact us for trusted brands, excellent service and world-class pumping system solutions.
T: +27 11 723-6500 | www.franklin-electric.co.za
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Green scribbles from London

Learning a healthy lifestyle

(If only all schools could be like this...)
by Lee-Anne Smith

Gardener-in-Residence Nick Shelley

W

hen I heard of a primary school that had created
a garden specifically to educate pupils about food
and provide fresh produce for them to eat, I was
keen to go and see it for myself. I soon discovered it was
much more than that.

Nick
Shelley,
Gardener-inResidence at Charlton Manor
School in south-east London,
showed me around and explained
the school’s healthy living ethos.

teacher, Tim Baker, became
Principal. It was also around that
time that celebrity chef, Jamie
Oliver, had begun campaigning
for healthy school meals.
Tim felt strongly that healthy
living could be integrated into
school life by using food to deliver
almost all of the school syllabus’
learning objectives.
Here pupils learn how to grow
plants, where food comes from,
what seasonal produce tastes like,
how important fresh, nutritious
food is for healthy growth, the
importance of recycling (it has its
own Eco Team) and much more…
Chicken run and beehive

Water drums to collect rainwater, for
watering the greenhouse plants. The
children love watering the garden at
break with watering cans.

The Secret Garden, previously a
derelict space, was first created 13
years ago when a forward-thinking

Take the day I visited. It was
Shrove Tuesday and a class of
seven-year-olds had been making
pancakes in the Training Kitchen
under the guidance of a professional chef. Not only did they
follow the recipe and weigh out all

Experimentation in the greenhouse.

the ingredients, they learnt other
things too, such as the tradition of
making pancakes before Lent.
The gates to ‘The Secret Garden’
are a tardis concealing a spacious
secluded garden where everything
has been carefully considered:
from the custom-made seating for
outdoor lessons to the gated pond
area and location of the chicken
run and beehives.
Learning opportunities abound in
every nook and cranny: there are
numerous flower beds, vegetable
patches, fruit trees, vines, a stag
beetle environment, greenhouse,
wildlife area and bird hide.
Everything is recycled. All the
waste from the kitchens is either
fed to the 19 school chickens the plumpest and glossiest I’ve
ever seen - or composted. Pupils
observe the waste decomposition process and then help sieve
the compost and add nutrients
making it ready for use.
There is evidence of Nick’s
handiwork everywhere. Water
drums are strategically placed
under drains for water collection. Bird feeders made from old

Pupils make pizza - and learn their fractions. Photo
courtesy of Charlton Manor School.

wooden pallets hang on trees.
Rows of seedlings – some exotic
or unusual – line the greenhouse
along with cuttings and segments
of plants, such as onions and
leeks, which have been encouraged to grow roots.
Quinoa
“The beauty of this garden is
that everything’s experimental.
We had a bash at growing some
waste quinoa from the kitchen.
Look, here we have some
seedlings,” he says, “And we
also planted shop-bought corn
kernels, harvested the crop, and
made our own popcorn!”
Nick has also planted a wild
meadow, which is incredibly difficult to get right.
The school also has an off-site
community garden with two poly
tunnels and nine raised beds
where an abundance of fresh
produce is grown. Some goes to
the school’s teaching kitchen; the
rest is sold to parents or grown to
order for a local restaurant.
Food is prepared and cooked
in an al fresco kitchen. There

Children enjoy healthy, wholesome meals (photo
courtesy Charlton Major School).
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How to ...

How
to ...

Build a
birdfeeder
- by Mike de Villiers
The presence of wild birds in one’s garden is always a sight to behold. Putting up a birdfeeder and keeping it stocked with wild birdseed will ensure a
constant stream of visitors to your garden. This editorial will describe how to build a simple birdfeeder from materials obtained from your local co-op,
nursery or hardware store, as well as some general rules that one needs to observe in order to be a responsible bird feeder.

INTRODUCTION
Needless to say, there are countless wild bird species spread around the country, each with their specific habitats and food
requirements. This editorial will be concentrating on attracting and feeding the common garden bird species, but for those of
you on farms and in the country areas, you will have to cater for the raptors, such as owls and other species not as prevalent
in the cities as they were before. However, I am confident that most of our readers are aware of their local species and
therefore what their feed requirements are. There are also certain species that move around in such large flocks that they
become destructive, especially in the farming regions and one needs to discourage them from settling. The reflectors seen
on the roof-tops of public buildings and the automated sound devices used in vineyards are examples of these measures.
We are, however, concentrating on the common garden birds that provide much enjoyment to gardeners and homeowners.
The main objective of this editorial is to stimulate interest in the feeding of wild birds and to encourage everyone to conduct
their own research and use their ingenuity in the set-up and maintenance of a responsible feeding station.
BIRD FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT

REGULAR FEEDING TIME

One can also create a bird-friendly environment that encourages wild
birds to visit and even nest in your garden. The most common bird
species found in one’s garden are the seed, nectar and insect feeders.
There are many indigenous trees and plants that these birds feed on in
the wild, which are also both decorative and thrive in domestic gardens.
Red, yellow and orange flowers seem to attract the nectar feeders.
Examples are aloes, watsonias and red-hot pokers. Seed eating birds
like daisies, restios and grass seeds. Plants with berries appeal to other
species. Reeds and palm trees also provide nesting material and ideal
siting for the weaver birds during the nesting season. Seek Advice from
your local nursery and the internet, although one needs to know which
species you are trying to attract before you start your search.

Remember that many birds will return at the same time, usually morning
and early evening, to feed at your station. These wild birds are more than
capable of surviving without assistance from your feeder. Don’t stress
when away from home, however given the shrinking nesting environments in our cities and suburbs, birdfeeders do play a role in maintaining
healthy wild bird populations.

30
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Some of the most common seed eating birds are: weavers, widowbirds,
finches, waxbills, canaries, buntings, doves, bishops, whydahs, quelas,
sparrows manakins and pigeons. Other species such as the thrushes,
shrikes, white-eyes and robins enjoy meat, suet and grated cheese as well
as meal worms whereas starlings will enjoy most of the above.

SABI Congress 2019 – KwaZulu-Natal

SABI Congress 2019

Climate of Change & Opportunity
12 -15 August 2019 - Tsogo Sun Elangeni & Maharani - Durban

I

n the quest to boost and promote technical excellence,
standards and knowledge in irrigation, the South
African Irrigation Institute (SABI) sets technical norms
and promotes, through various endeavours, the use and
conservation and sustainable use of water.
The promotion of excellence of
technical knowledge and conservation of water is relevant to the
entire spectrum of agricultural and
landscape irrigation. Indeed, SABI
Congress, with its focus on technical knowledge and excellence, is
an apt event to attend in a Climate
of Change & Opportunity.
SABI strives with Congress
2019 – a unique, dynamic and
knowledge-boosting event on the
African irrigation calendar - to
attract as many irrigation experts,
farmers and irrigation companies
as possible as attendees from
the private sector, academia and
governmental arenas.
We are expecting approximately
250 people from South Africa
nationally to attend and also
delegates from Africa and further
afield. This opportunity, you will
agree, offers you a wonderful
chance to sponsor a popular and
credible event: SABI Congress
is known as a highlight of the
African irrigation calendar, with
a proud history of more than
40 years. Please scroll down to
look at the great sessions we
have planned. SABI Congress is
known as an event where future
trends are debated!
The event will be registered
with the Engineering Council
of South Africa (ECSA) for
qualifying delegates to receive
Continuous
Professional
Development (CPD) points.

46
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CONGRESS OBJECTIVES
As an established event at the
heart of the increasingly dynamic
South African and African market,
the SABI National Congress will
again be the unique place to
explore and upgrade knowledge.
During the meeting of irrigation
designers and other interested
persons at the Congress, presentations will be made by representatives of industry on various
topics of current importance
and interests.
Over the two and a half days
of presentations, the following
themes are to be discussed:
ff Soil and water – our
valuable resources
ff Crops under irrigation
– new practices
ff Optimised solutions for
energy requirements
ff Designing systems for
changing climates
ff Advances in
under cover farming
ff Landscape and turf
irrigation design (including
grey water systems)
ff Water measurement and
management technologies
plus applications

CALL FOR PAPERS
Speakers are invited to submit
an abstract of their proposed
presentation by 18 April 2019 to
info@sabi.co.za. This should be

no more than 300 words. The
abstract will be used to evaluate
the paper and for placement in
the correct session.
Papers that promote or market
a specific product or service will
not be accepted.

VENUE
Located on the spectacular
Durban beachfront, Southern Sun
Elangeni & Maharani is undoubtedly the brightest star on the
Golden Mile. Overlooking some
of the best beaches in KwaZuluNatal, the hotel complex is just
meters from the vibrant boardwalk
and many other local attractions.
The hotel complex is situated
32 km from the King Shaka
International Airport. It’s a great
location, with easy access and
endless views of the Indian Ocean
makes this hotel, the perfect choice
for SABI to host the Congress in
Durban, KwaZulu Natal.

EXHIBITION
There will be an exhibition of
irrigation and related equipment.
This will be an ideal platform
for manufacturers and suppliers
to showcase their products to
a highly focused and professional audience.
There will be place for only 28
companies to exhibit.
 Exhibition area (3m x 3m)
shell scheme white walling.
 1 x Company name,
2 x spotlights, 1 x plug
point, 1 x COC. 1 x table
and 2 x chairs.

Advantages for exhibitors:
yy Exhibition space – 3 m x 3 m
yy Company name and
logo will be displayed
during the congress.
yy Coffee/Tea and Lunch
will be served within the
exhibition area.
yy 1 x Person registration fee.

Exhibition fee:
 Members:
R15 000
 Non-Members:
R20 000
Set-up commences 12th August,
congress starts 13th August.
Full Registration:
Member:
 Single accommodation
R7500/person
 Twin accommodation
R7000/person
Non-Member:
 Single accommodation
R8500/person
 Twin accommodation
R8000/person
 Spouse/Partner
R4500/person
Day delegates*:
yy Member:
R1500/day
yy Non-Member:
R2000/day
*This includes refreshment
breaks and lunch.
If you are a day delegate,
please indicate on your
registration form whether you
would like to also join us at
the evening functions.

